The existing virtual assistants (VAs) for medical services cannot output satisfactory results on Chinese language processing (CLP). This paper attempts to design a VA that identifies the seriousness and improves the awareness of breast cancer (BC) based on inputs of Chinese texts. Our VA was developed based on the neural network called long short-term memory (LSTM), integrating two N-gram models, namely, bigram and trigram. The integrated models are critical to text-based Chinese word segmentation (CWS). The sequence-to-sequence learning was introduced to covert the CWS into a framework of sequence classification. The proposed VA was compared with several state-of-the-art methods through an experiment. The results show that our method achieved a high accuracy (94%~97%) in identifying the high-frequency characters. The research findings are helpful to the BC identification of Chinese women.
INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer (BC) is the most diagnosed disease lifethreatening cancer in women. According to Taiwanese Ministry of Health and Welfare (MOHW) report in 2014, the BC is most common disease among woman, more than 11,700 Taiwanese woman suffered with total death of 2,071 from BC diagnosis and globally around1.7 million new cases every year and 522,000 deaths, within 14% deaths increased between 2008 to 2012, making it the most frequently diagnosed disease among women worldwide [1, 2] . The major concerns of the BC including doctors, accessing therapist's resources, psychologists, confidentiality and financially, etc., [3, 4] . With expanding benefits of AI tools in health-care, for the last decade, these tools has been shown the effectiveness in detecting human diagnosis and medical conditions as compare to human's professional [5] , the Virtual Assistant (VA) system is the most promising tool that gaining high visibility to resolve these major concern among many possible solutions [6, 7] . In this work, the main focus is to design a VA that help the women for identify the BC seriousness and improve awareness based on textual input. With low-resource database, the modern neural network architecture cannot archive a high accuracy result performance due to the limited-access to predict the Chinese character. For limited-access to specific domain, a proposed method based-on sequence-to-sequence and two N-Gram model "bigram and trigram." The proposed model is consisting of core, front-end and database using python and XML programming [7] [8] [9] . The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2, an overview of the related frame-work. Section 3, a brief discerption of VA design for text-based pattern matching schemes. Section 4, model evaluation result. Finally, Section 5, is the conclusion.
RELATED FRAME-WORK
Many VAs Chinese-language based design has been proposed in last few decades which aim to support patients with BC diagnosed disease. However, most of VAs were designed to provide the patient with general information such as medical centre facility locations, collecting patient details, collecting patient informational in order to provide general prevention pathway among different disease, etc. Moreover, the majority of these existing VAs are rule-based and machine learning methods. Recently, a different number of neural network approaches models have been proposed for Chinese word segmentation (CWS). The CWS is a method that use to splitting Chinese-language text into a sequence of Chinese characters. The CWS methods can be divided into characterbased and word-based methods [15] . Character-based method, is based-on classifying characters as different positions in words, segmentation can be treated as a sequence labelling problem. The main challenge of this method is that, most of Chinese characters can appear in different positions within different words. Word-Based method, is based-on read the segmented of the input sentences from left to right to predict whether the current continuous piece characters is a word token [16] . Many research works have been addressed CWS in last two decades. For example, Zheng et al. [17] proposed a multi-layer approach to learn feature representation of characters from a fixed window. Qui et al. [18] proposed LSTM model to capture global contextual information for learning feature representations of characters. Anther LSTM approach used by Peng and Dredze [19] , and Shi et al. [20] for learn character representations and used of CRF for decode the label. However, these proposed methods cannot exploit the useful information of the Chinese sentences because they are basically rely-on a large number of labelled sentences to train CWS models [21] . In this work, our proposed model is a character-based. However, the core different between these methods mainly lies on how to encoding the relationship from characters to segmented of characters and learn textual feature represented for each character in the sentences [22] .
labelled-character as one of (B,M,E,S) to indicate the segmentation where B represents as begin, M represents as Middle, E represents as End of a multiple character segmentation and S represents as Single character segmentation. However, most of WS frame-works are based on neural network model. The neural network model is usually characterized into three layers: character embedding layer, neural network layer and tag inference layer. All illustration shown in Figure 1 . Moreover, the most common tagging approach for Chinese character is based on a local window. For each Chinese character that present in the sentence, the character's context of the character window is add to lookup table in-order to obtain the vector of the inputted character. Afterward, the character vectors are connected to from the entitle vectors. After transformation, the sigmoid function will activate the vector that transferred to neural network layer. After the linear transformation layer, a score vector obtained to each label of the word. Then, at the label inference layer, all the dependencies among the labels are modelled. Finally, the labels corresponding to these words are determined. However, the existing neural network method for word segmentation frame-work model is just to utilize the information of limitedlength information window context. 
Character embedding (CE)
The character embedding (CE), is the first step that used in neural network to process symbolic data and present them into distributed vector. The character dictionary (CD) of CWS presented as C of size |C|. Unless otherwise specified, the CD is extracted from the training coupes and mapped the unidentified characters to a special symbol that is not used elsewhere. For each character c є C is represented as vector of true-value (CE) vc є ℝ d where d is the vector space dimensionality. The CEs are then stacked into an embedding matrix M є ℝ d×|C| . For a character c є C, the corresponding CE vc є ℝ d is retrieved by the layer of the lookup table. The layer of the lookup table, can be presented as a simple project layer where the CE for each context character is archived by the layer of lookup table operating according to its index. And hence, the character vector is described as ct, for CWS below. Formally, the character vector, ct, is defined as follow.
where, ⊕ denotes vector concatenation, and and are denotes character embeddings and character type embedding. These embeddings are fed to the input layer.
Long short-term memory (LSTM)
The RNN (Recurrent Neural Network) is a class of artificial neural networks where connections between nodes form a directed graph along a temporal sequence. The RNN model has been successfully used in field of language modelling, speech recognition and text generation [23, 24] . But it is difficult to train due to long-term dependency problem. Therefore, the LSTM was presented. The LSTM is a special kind of RNN and was designed to avoid the long-term dependency problem and have been observed as the most effective solution. As shown in Figure 2 , the common LSTM model is composed of three gates structure the forgotten gate cell, the input gate cell and the output gate cell to control the operating information [25, 26] . The forgotten gate cell has the ability to remove or add information from the cell unit. This decision made by a sigmoid layer called the "forget gate layer," whereℎ −1 represent the previous layer output and denotes the input of the current layer.
When sorting information in the cell, the next step is to decide what new information is going to store in the cell state. This divided into two steps. First, the sigmoid function of the input gate decides which information is going to be update. Second, a new vector of candidate values, ̃− 1 , is created by tanh function and could be added to the state. At the last, the first and the second steps are combining to create an update to the state.
In order for the information to be forgotten, the used to multiply with old state ̃− 1 , finally, by adding the , the cell state will be update ̃.
Finally, the information of the output will be determined by the sigmoid function. Then, used of the tanh function in order to push the values of the cell state between 1-and +1.
The LSTM has been successfully applied and achieved good result in semantic recognition, emotion classification, machine translate, etc., [27, 28] .
N-gram model
The detection and correction of the systematic error types of high frequency character and out-of-vocabulary (OOV) word's context, are two of the major challenges task in Chinese-language model [29] .
The systematic error types of high frequency character, is a task to detection and correction of grammatical errors of the high frequency context. Some of the existing methods for systematic error types are classify based on some criteria. For example, some errors are based on corpus data which are automatically detectable or requires human assistance, some other error are divided into four types real word spelling errors (contextual errors), errors namely agreement errors, missing word errors and extra word error, etc., [29, 30] .
The OOV error is a challenge task for the natural language processing (NLP) researchers, due to the morphological structure, semantical problems and syntactical. For example, Tseng et al. [31] , Wu et al. [32] , and Yu et al. [33] the evaluation of Chinese spelling check task on detection and correction of character errors. Another work for Chinese shared task on Grammatical Error Diagnosis by Yu et al. [34] on extends of the Chinese spelling check task on detection and correction of character errors including missing word, word disorder, redundant word and word selection. However, most of these methods are detection-based methods not correction methods.
One of the most common method to the above challenges, is to learn segmentation patterns, e.g., n-gram features, from large corpus of a text dataset with space-tags attached to determine word sequence probabilities. The N-Gram is one of the major word prediction algorithm models in NLP and it is defined as, a type of probabilistic language model for predicting the next item or sequences of characters or words extracted from a text that use to combine a words or letters with length n in a large corpus of text source dataset. However, the main challenges of N-Gram models including Smoothing, Sensitivity to the training corpus, etc. Sometimes those challenges are referring as long distance dependencies. With expanding benefits of today techniques tools, this challenge has been solved by smoothing-techniques. The Kneser and Kats are the most common smoothing-techniques which are making use of back-off to balance the specificity of long contexts with the estimates reliability in shorter N = gram contexts. The advantages of the smoothing-techniques are not only solving these challenges by dealing with the probabilities (their values should be between 0 and 1) but also help to improve the performance of the Hidden Markov model. The models of N-Gram nowadays are widely used in probability, computational linguistics, communication theory, etc. Therefore, the N-Gram models mechanism has two major benefits: The simplicity and scalability of the algorithms methods and the ability to cover a much larger language than would normally be derived directly from large corpus of text dataset. The Markov language model is one of the common methods to reducing the complexity of n-gram modelling which presented as sequence W1, W2 ... Wn, and then the proceeding elements N-1 will only be related on probability of a Wi element.
Moreover, the markov chain is a process in which the next step depends only on the current step probabilistically. The probability of symbol string = 1 2 … the calculation can be done by the initial probability distribution and the transfer probability.
where, ( 1 ) can be considered as the distribution of the initial probability and ( | − +1 −1 ) can be regarded as a state transition probability [35] .
Bi-gram Model refers as a sequence of two adjacent elements from a string of tokens, which are typically letters, words or syllables. The consecutive words length of bi-gram model is fixed at size n = 2 after splitting the sentence which has no mistake [36] . The probability idea of count the number of the continuous occurrences in bi-gram model are based-on two character and words in textual corpus dataset as follows.
The above provided probability, it is only to make the probability of a character depend on the one immediate preceding words. Moreover, for a given Chinese character strings = 1 , 2 … , if the errors occurred in the sentence, the error words will be seen in a continuous single word which will appear through CWS. However, in order to provide an easy way to estimate the conditional probability in Eq. 9 with use of estimation of the maximum likelihood (ML) as follows.
where, ( −1 , ) and ( −1 ) donate the number of times the character strings "( −1 , )" and "( −1 )" appear in a given textual dataset coupes. The ML it is the parameter choice values in which gives the highest probability to the textual training corpus.
Tri-gram Model refers as a sequence of three adjacent elements from a string of tokens, which are typically words, letters or syllables. The consecutive words length of bi-gram model are fixed at size n = 3 after splitting the sentence which has no mistake [36] . The probability idea of count the number of the continuous occurrences in tri-gram model is based-on three character and words in textual corpus as follows.
The above provided probability, it is only to make the probability of a character depend on the one immediately preceding word. Moreover, for a given Chinese character strings = 1 , 2 … , if the errors occurred in the sentence, the error words will be seen in a continuous single word which will appear through CWS. However, in order to provide an easy way to estimate the conditional probability in Eq. 11 with use of estimation of the maximum likelihood (ML) as follows.
where, ( −2 , −1 , ) and ( −2 , −1 )donate the number of times the character strings "( −2 , −1 , )" and "( −2 , −1 )" appear in a given textual coupes.
VA DESIGN FOR TEXT-BASED PATTERN MATCHING SCHEMES
There are some methods applied to the text-based pattern matching schemes in this work. A character-based method that used in which both the input and the output are character strings to measure the scores of the sentence-similarly. The character-based method helps to solve OOV, language task detection, vectors dictionaries that shared the memory compute infrastructure problems, etc. The OOV is one of the major phenomenon issues in language with large vocabularies. CE is a method that use to solve this kind of issue by considering each word as no more than a composition of individual letters. In Chinese-language where text is not a separated word composed but individual character and semantic meaning map words to its compositional characters. Therefore, our propose system for deep learning applications on such language model is tend to prefer CE instead of WE or some of existing method of similar relevance. Figure 3 shows the flowchart of the proposed model which is mainly consists of two logics: Chinese Word Segmentation and Bi-gram and Tri-gram language model. The given sentence was segmented by chines-character auto-check system related to specific domain with CWS technique. In this logic, the processed of high frequently character in the sentence was matched with the dictionary (dictionary includes, most frequently character, quantity vocabulary, stops vocabulary, etc.), selected the character matched with the dictionary and ignore the unused characters matched with the stops vocabulary. Moreover, for each character in the sentences contains relatively more information when the size of the character is larger. The result of first logic step will serve as the basic for the next logic step.
The n-gram model can be utilized to find the most probable segmentation of a sentence. That's because the model of Ngram is a dictionary based which help to provide much information about character / word level. The dictionary-based method is a one of the easy traditional efficient method for CWS. For a given Chinese character sequence where, ( = 1,2 … , ) present as Chinese character, ( = 1,2 … , ) present as Chinese word in the dictionary. For evaluating the word sequence, the bi-gram model can be used to rewritten the Eq. 13 as * = arg max ∈ ℎ ( )
The Eq. 11 can be solved by Viterbi algorithm. The Viterbi algorithm is dynamical programming algorithm that use to discover the sequence of states given a Hidden Markov model and a sequence of observations through a path of Hidden Markov model that assigns maximum likelihood for observation sequence. In bi-gram method, our model calculates the probability of the character string by refer to the condition probabilities in Eq. 9 and Eq. 10. The method of bi-gram alone cannot achieve a high performance result to express the sentence`s probabilistic if the length of continuous single characters are over two after through Chinese spilling. Therefore, in order to improve the accuracy of segmentation and achieve a high performance result of our model by combine bi-gram and tri-gram models. In this work, our method is to take two or more consecutive character as in put sentence and use the match sequence of high frequently character with database. In tri-gram method, our model calculates the probability of the character string by refer to the condition probabilities for a given Chinese character string = 1 , 2, … , in Eq. 11 and Eq. 12.
Long short-term memory for CWS
Word segmentation is a major task of Chinese language processing. WS errors in east Asian language (e.g., Chinese, Korean, Japeries), which lack a trivial word segmentation process, can cause a series issue for downstream NLP application. Therefore, it is crucial to perform accurate WS for Chinese language. In order to improve the accuracy of CWS and achieve a high performance result our model based-on Long Short-Term Memory network. The model helps to improve the accuracy of long-distance dependency and incorporate character-level embedding. The purpose of the LSTM model is to investigate the utilize methods such as character n-gram and character type and indicate that, the model archives comparable performance compared to the existing state-of-the-art method of similar relevance. The model was adapting from the existing work studies on CWS [18] , which is character-based embedding. However, the different lies on how to encoding the relationship from characters to segmented character and learn textual feature represented for each character (character n-gram and character type n-gram) in the sentences. In neural network architecture, the lookup table layer will be use to extract the context character of the embedded character and concatenated into a single vector, xt є ℝ H1 , where H1 is present as the input layer size. Thereafter, xt is moved into the next layer to perform the linear transformation, W1 followed by a function of elementwise activation, g, as follows.
where, 1 ∈ ℝ H 2 * H 1 , 1 ∈ ℝ H 2 , ∈ ℝ H 2 . Here 2 is denotes a hyper-parameter and present the number of hidden unites in the hidden layer. Here 1 is denotes a bias vector, and denotes a resulting hidden vector. Final step, the softmax function is running to obtained the final output after a linear transformation, 2 , to the hidden vector as follows.
where, 2 ∈ ℝ | | × H 2 , 2 ∈ ℝ | | , and ∈ ℝ | | . Thus, 2 denotes a bias vector, and denotes the distribution vector for each possible vector.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Health-care text based messages services are "low in cost, fast in response, democratic and popular," the most natural and powerful modes of communication especially for young generation. Therefore, in this work, our VA model is a text based interaction for the BC disease, a medical QA system designed to autonomously interact with human by understanding neural language. Moreover, most of VAs were designed to provide the patient with general information such as medical centre facility locations, collecting patient details, collecting patient informational, etc. However, the goal of our VA system, is to assist doctors without urgent need for healthcare specialists to detect BC disease and medical conditions. The VA system architecture is consisting of three layers as shown in Figure 4 . The core of the VA system, is natural at responding to the patient messages and therefore it requires a sustainable backend operational logic, orchestrates module communication and functionalities. The core is consisting of several tool techniques includes LSTM neural networks model, bi-gram and tri-gram language modelling, python language model, flask framework, SQL Alchemy toolkit and NLTK libraries. When a patient starts interacting with the VA, the VA capture the input of every text message provided by the patient and used several layers to route and handle the text message. The VA intends to use "text message" as YML file to respond the patient messages and get capture the input that it can feed to the VA core. The core processes the text messages and extracts keywords match from the data. Using of the keywords match, the core short-lists the most likely keywords illnesses that the patient suffering from by matching the keywords character with the database. Once the core short-listed keywords character that the patient may suffer from, the response will be select based on the keywords character that existing in the database. The core can measure the BC disease seriousness by checking for the high frequently keywords character symptoms for each character short-listed that assigned a predetermined value with database. The core assigns a seriousness score value for each question and sub-question. If the score hits a high value level, the VA system would connect the patient with a doctor for more information and tips.
Figure 5. VA iOS mobile application platform
The interface, designing a conversational user interface is a difficult task, due to the transition of the visual layout and interaction mechanisms to the conversation design. In this work, our interface front-end mechanism is divided into two methods the conversational user interfaces (CUI) and webpage interface. The conversational user interfaces (CUI) is a platform / software that design to allows the patient to communicate to the server through mobile platform via text messages as shown in Figure 5 . The CUI used in this work, is based-on text dialogue and button and was built for iOS mobile application with less cost compare to the existing CUI iOS mobile applications with similar relevance. However, it is necessary to create effective interaction design to maintain the balance between the text dialogue and the custom keyboard as source of input and part of the CUI. The VA iOS model should have the flexibility in response to any related BC disease question with no extra effort. The system should be able to cover irregular BC disease related question cases, such as keyword related to another question and sub-question tree or a completely irregular keyword to the context and answer. For a conversation flow, the VA should have an option functionality to respond to the patient in case the patient cannot find the answer to her question.
The web-page interface allows the patient to communicate to the server from any platform via text messages. The webpage interface is based on text dialogue and button and was embedded using "HTML and PHP" language programming. The web-page contains the embedded applet, and it is hosted via local machine. The applet requires a some of libraries enabling for processing text messages. The applet and the libraries can be easily integrated by using free of cost source development environment. The web-page provide the same functionalities that provided by iOS platform except that, the web-page have a specific IP address domain which can access by any local or wireless device platform as shown in Figure 6 . The database model used in this experiment was for BC diagnosed disease in Chinese language and it was one of the challenging tasks, due to the limited-access to the specific data domain. The corpus was in "YML file format" and was divided into several question and sub-question tree layers. The corpus was built from a clinic case reports which are obtained from real anonymized user queries at Change Gung Memorial Hospital, Linkou branch, Taoyuan, Taiwan, the coupes contains up to 4000 words in Chinese characters and the answer to every question is a text segment of the several question and sub-question tree layers. Table 1 shown the consistency of questions and sub-questions, process normalization input with keywords matching. The goal of the several question and sub-question tree layers is to answer questions by possible asking follow-up questions first. The proposed model of the corpus assume that the question does not provide enough information to be answered directly. Moreover, in this work the model can provide supporting rule text to infer what needs to be asked in order to obtain the score of the final answer. Perceptible, the model has the ability to decide if the response answer is "Yes" or "No". If the answer is "Yes", a second follow-up question will be generated, or the answer is "No", a sub-question tree follow-up will be generated at the same question layer. A given coupe is basically used for training, testing and evaluating the system performance on CWS character based. For the WS task, the training textual corpus were provided with one sentence per questions and sub-questions with single space between the character words. For the test data, is constricted same as the training corpus. The corpus used UTF8-encoded Unicode method. The UTF8-encoded Unicode is a method for encoding Unicode characters using 8-bit sequences. The special structure of UTF8-encoded Unicode can represent a different character using 1, 2, 3, or 4 bytes. Regardless of its purpose, the VA software should have capabilities and functionalities to enhance our understanding of such software potential. The capabilities and functionalities are used to measure the ability to retain data, to adapt retained data into conversation to provoke and maintain continuous conversations with patient. The VA system should have the ability to detect the patient messages patterns and generate a correct and meaningful response. All the conversations data with the VA are stored locally with the software to maintain the patient privacy, integrity and context scalability and help the program to develop itself for act differently to any other instance conversations.
MODEL EVALUATED RESULT
The evaluation of our model, is to detect the Chinese Word Segmentation and compare the functionality for identify the BC seriousness with many VAs which are designed to provide the patient with general information such as medical centre facility locations, collecting patient details, collecting patient informational, etc. Through this comparison, our model can show the average percentage of how much BC disease information can detect in general and assist the patient as compare to existing VAs model. The accuracy range (94% -97%) on labelled datasets is based-on encoding the relationship from characters to segmented word by used of bigram and trigram approached. The proposed model helps to improve and understand the systematic error types for the high frequency word by learning from the trained corpus. BiLSTM Model [10] , [11] The accuracy range (94% -96%) on labelled database (AS, CITYU, CTB6, CTB7, MSR, PKU and UD) for Chinese word segmentation based-on "predict the label of a character based context of a fixed sized local window approached." The model highlights the improvement of 10% on OOV over-segmentation error and prefix/suffix word segmentation issues. Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [12] , [13] , [14] The GAN archived high performance result accuracy range (90% -95%) on collection of machine-written and human-written for short-sentences length by giving a reference group. The main drawback of GAN on textgenerated data is relatively limited due to the distinguish to generate a word sequence. One of the main challenges is that, the discrete space of words is difficult to differentiated mathematically. Moreover, at sometimes there is an over-smoothing issue, that resulted of changing the less frequent word to more frequent word (e.g. "oh my god it was so gross" to "oh my cloth it was so nice"). These challenges are likely to resulted a word error rate based-on Chinese language for sentences matching on textual-data.
The model architecture has several different components that have an impact on the overall performance. Our model first used the labelled dataset to obtain character embedding's which is carrying more syntactic and semantic information, after that the model use this improved embedding's to initialize the character look-up tables layer instead of random initialization. The model archived high accuracy performance result for character matching and detecting of textual data on word error rate. The model helped to improve and understand the systemic error type for the high frequency character for Chinese language by learning from the trained corpus. Our result was adapted from a real clinic participated patients queries which are carried-on by the doctor and the students at Change Gung Memorial Hospital. Table 2 illustrates the performance detection result of our model as compare to the existing neural network model. Moreover, the embedding's of LSTM, bi-gram and tri-gram are significantly improving the accuracy performance by a large margin. The bi-gram and tri-gram model approach is able to extract several characters from each sentence to learn long-distance dependencies and archived a remarkable performance result overall.
CONCLUSION
The BC was and continues to be among the most common invasive cancer in women and the second leading death cause in women after lung cancer. The first BC symptoms usually appear as an area of thickened tissue in the breast or a lump in the breast or an armpit. The recent evidence shown that, AI research in health-care continue to develop a new tool method to predict a woman's future risk of BC. The AI is proven to be effective tools in the most of the medical aspects, including medical planning scheduling, detect diagnosis and even treatment. The opportunity of early detection can save more woman lives. One of the most effective AI tools is a virtual assistant (VA). The VA have the ability to provide around-theclock customer support and low-cost benefits. Our VA system is based-on LSTM neural network, bi-gram and tri-gram intergraded models. The intergraded models are played important role in text-based system for CWS. For scenario like Chinese-language, the word segmentation it is an important to deal with colloquial expressions that are found in text conversation. The model can learn a several Chinese specific features, such as character-type and n-gram as embedding. The proposed method shown that for domain-specific CWS model archived comparable accuracy result to stat-of-the-art systems with a different version of neural networks.
In the feature, our plan is to design and employ speech emotions recognition for speech pattern recognition considering empathy dimensions in the conversation by sequence-to-sequence and the baseline n-gram word segmentation.
